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ABSTRACT: The spin probe technique was used to study graphite oxide (GO) powders
swelled in polar liquids (CH3CN, CH3OH, and H2O) and liquid-free GO membranes
(GOM). The nitroxide radicals TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxyl) and
TEMPOL (4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxyl) readily penetrated into the
interplane space of GO from the solution. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra
of these radical probes were sensitive to molecular mobility and orientation ordering within
the internal space of GO. The radicals embedded in swelled GO were in two states with
different rotational mobilities. The small fraction of radicals located in the interplane space
of GO and detected in the broad range of temperatures was in the state of fast rotation,
similar to the same radicals dissolved in bulk liquids, thus providing experimental evidence
of formation of a liquid-like media within the interplane space of GO. Such mobile media
may be responsible for the unusual permeation properties of GOM, which is reported in
the literature. Second, less-mobile fraction of radicals was found to be immobilized at the
internal surface of GO and was sensitive to phase transformations in the swelled GO
structures. The transformations were detected as anomalies at temperature dependences of rotational mobility of radicals. The
detected dependence of EPR spectra of probe radicals on orientation of GOM, relative to the direction of magnetic field in the
EPR spectrometer, was used for quantitative characterization of orientation alignment of GO planes within the membranes.
Such an approach may serve as an elegant method to estimate the relative quality of membranes and other GO-layered
structures.

■ INTRODUCTION

Graphite oxide (GO) is a hydrophilic derivative of graphite,a

which received wide attention recently as a precursor for the
preparation of various graphene-based materials.2−4 Of
particular interest are GO membranes (GOM), which were
suggested for filtration and highly selective separation of
gaseous and liquid mixtures.5−7 GO is a layered structure
formed by graphene parallel planes, each of them randomly
decorated with oxygen-containing groups (−OH, −O−,
COOH−, etc.). GO powders easily swelled in polar liquids,
that is, sorption of the liquids into the interplane space, are
accompanied by the increase of the interplane distances from
∼5 to 7 Å in the dry state up to ∼20 Å in the saturated
states.8,9 The corresponding values of sorption of polar liquids
into GO were reported in refs.10,11 Swelling and sorption are
known to depend on temperature, external pressure, and on
the synthesis procedure (Brodie vs Hummers methods, B-GO
and H-GO, respectively).8,9,12,13 For B-GO, such temperature
and pressure dependences take the form of phase transitions in
the bulk 3D phases, similar to the incongruent melting
transitions in binary systems.14,15 However, these trans-
formations, yet, were never examined at the molecular level.
Much attention was attracted to the properties of polar

liquids, sorbed into the confined interplane space of GO and

GOM. The mobility of liquids (mostly of water) within the
interplane space of GO was examined by several experimental
methods; for example, quasi-elastic neutron scattering16 and
neutron diffraction,17 broadband dielectric spectroscopy,18

impedance spectroscopy,19 and so forth. It was demonstrated
that sorbed liquids did not experience bulk or confined
freezing/melting phase transition.11,18 On the basis of this
observation, the state of liquids was characterized as “strongly
bound to the host molecules”.18 On the other hand, molecules
of water inside GO were reported to possess some rotational
freedom.16,19 Also, fast permeation of water through GOM20

pointed to certain translational freedom of the H2O molecules
within the interplane space. This translational mobility was
attributed to the “hydrophobic regions of pristine graphene
capillaries”, where travelling along the interplane space is not
hindered by the interaction with oxygen-containing groups of
GO.20 Several authors have claimed that the role of
hydrophobic unoxidized capillaries was overestimated, and
they were not large enough to account for the observed
permeation of water.21−23 A more comprehensive model of the
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internal structure of hydrated GOM was recently proposed.24

Experimental data20 provoked modeling of movable H2O
structures in the interplane space,25−28 and several different
low-dimensional ordered forms of structured water were
proposed including bi- and trilayers,25 sliding hexagonal ice
layers,26 or layers consisting of different coexisting clusters of
water.27,28 Formation of “square ice” was observed by scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM).29 However, the absence of
additional reflections in the X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectrum
of swelled GO structures points out to the complete disorder
of molecules of the sorbed polar liquid in the interplane space.9

One may conclude that experimental data on the properties of
sorbed liquids inside GO powders and GOM are incomplete
and, in part, controversial. Of particular interest are new
experimental measurements and methods capable to give a
deeper insight into the state of these sorbed polar liquids. Such
novel data are of crucial importance, primarily for under-
standing of liquid permeation through GOM and for rational
modeling of filtration and separation processes at GOM.
Recent progress in practical applications of GOM calls for

quantitative characterization of their properties and for
standardization of the membranes.30 The interplane distance
in GOM is one of the key parameters, which can be easily
measured by XRD.31−33 Another useful characteristic of GOM
could be the alignment of the GO layers within the
membrane.32 The alignment of layered structures, for example,
that of liquid crystals or membranes is frequently characterized
by order parameters. The order parameters are values of
Legendre functions averaged over all possible orienta-
tions.34−36

Analyses of the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
spectra of nitroxide radicals (spin probes) embedded in the
studied medium is known as a powerful technique, producing
detailed information on internal mobility and molecular
orientation alignment37−44 in different systems. To the best
of our knowledge, EPR spectroscopy was never used to
examine GO-swelled materials before, though nitroxide
radicals were introduced into GO dry films.45 In addition,
the intrinsic EPR signal of GO was used to characterize GO-
based composite materials.46,47

In this study, we apply the spin probe method to examine
the B-GO and H-GO powders, saturated with different polar
liquids, and liquid-free H-GO membranes. The objectives of
this study were to investigate the state and mobility of liquids
in the interplane space of GO, detect phase transformations in
the swelled GO structures, and monitor the orientation
alignment of graphene oxide planes within the dry GOM.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials. GO prepared by Hummers’ method (H-GO)
was purchased from the ACS Material. Samples prepared by
Brodie’s method (B-GO) were provided by Dr. Szabo, and the
synthetic procedure is described elsewhere.48 The comparative
description of both materials is given in ref 13. The samples
were dried to a constant mass in the desiccators with P2O5 for
3−5 days.11 The C/O ratio, as measured by X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy after drying, was 2.47 and 2.85, for H-
GO and B-GO, respectively. The H-GO membranes were
prepared according to the procedure described in ref 23.
Organic solvents utilized (CH3CN and CH3OH) were

specially redistilled before use. The resulting purity was
>99.8%. Milli-Q water was used for measurements.

Introduction of Spin Probes. The structures of spin
probe molecules TEMPO (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-N-
oxyl), TEMPOL (4-hydroxy-2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N-
oxyl), and ChR (cholestane, 3β-doxyl-5α-cholestane) are
presented in Figure 1.

To introduce the spin probes into the interlayer space of
GO, the radicals were dissolved in the corresponding polar
liquid to form solutions with the concentration ∼1 mmol·L−1,
and then 1−2 mg of B-GO/H-GO was mixed with excess of
such solutions. The resulting samples were equilibrium
heterogeneous mixtures of the swelled GO and of the free
solvent as confirmed by equilibrium sorption data.11 Trace
amounts of radicals were equilibrated in these two phases.
After preparation, some samples were gently dried to remove
polar liquid partially or completely. The radicals, therewith,
were left within GO. To make the GOM sample for EPR
measurements, a free-standing membrane 2−5 μm thick (see
Table 1) and with the diameter of 40 mm was cut into pieces

to fit to the EPR tube with the diameter of 4 mm. The probe
radicals were introduced into the interplane space of GOM in
the same way as introduced into the GO powders (see above).
After preparation, the GOM samples were gently dried by
heating and pumping in the same manner as for the GO
powders and then put into the EPR tube. The mass of the
GOM sample in the EPR tube was 1−2 mg.
Some samples were prepared by equilibration of the initially

dry radical-containing GO samples with the unsaturated vapors
of the polar liquids. By this means, we eliminated the
possibility of condensation of bulk polar liquids in the samples
and/or filling of the interlamellas’ voids in GO powders. The
amount of radicals in the samples studied was ∼1015 spin·
mg−1. The molar ratio nRadicals/nGO was below 2 × 10−5 and in
the swelled samples nRadicals/(nGO + nPolar liquid) < 10−5.
Averaged molecular masses, MGO, of B-GO and H-GO were

Figure 1. Stable nitroxide radicals used in this study.

Table 1. Order Parameters of the H-GO Membranes

membrane (thickness,
material)

order
parameter T = 100 Ka T = 298 Ka

I (∼5 μm, H-GO) P20 0.33 0.25
P40 0.08 0.04

II (∼5 μm, H-GO) P20 0.35 0.32
P40 0.07 0.06

III (∼2 μm, modified H-GO) P20 0.34 0.28
P40 0.14 0.10

aAccuracy of the numbers in the column is ±0.01.
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estimated as 17.7 and 18.6, respectively. The radicals
introduced in such concentrations had little, if any, effect on
macroscopic parameters of the samples. (See the Supporting
Information for details of the preparation procedure).
EPR Measurements. EPR spectra were recorded with a

Bruker EMX-500 spectrometer over temperatures ranging
from 100 to 333 K. A Bruker temperature control unit
(accuracy ±1 K) was applied. The high-sensitive resonator of
Bruker ER 4119 HS was used. The time constant in our
experiments came to (0.1−0.3) ms. The modulation amplitude
was chosen in such a way that no distortion of spectral lines
was observed. In our experiments, the value was (0.3−1.0) G.
The microwave power used did not cause saturation of EPR
signals. The corresponding value in the high-temperature
experiments was about 1 mW, whereas in the low-temperature
experiments, it lay in the interval (0.3−0.6) mW.
To monitor the orientation distribution of radicals in the

GOM, a series of spectra (10−15) were recorded at different
orientations of the sample in the magnetic field. The sample
was turned around the axis aligned at the surface of the
membrane perpendicular to the magnetic field direction. The
experiments were performed by means of an automatic
goniometer; the accuracy of turning was 0.5°. It was shown
that orientation distribution of radicals in the sample kept
constant, pending the experiments (during several days).
Experimental EPR Spectra. The EPR spectrum of pristine

B-GO is presented in Figure 2A. The EPR signal is an

unstructured singlet. The H-GO samples have a similar
spectrum. In the literature,49 this intrinsic EPR signal was
attributed to “defects and localized states” and/or to the
contribution of the unoxidized graphene-like islands in the
sample. Figure 2B displays the experimental EPR spectrum of
the system B-GO−CH3CN with the radical probe TEMPOL
(such a type of systems will be denoted as B-GO−CH3CN
[TEMPOL], etc.). The spectrum is a superposition of the
three individual spectra, namely, of the intrinsic spectrum of B-
GO and of the spectra of TEMPOL radicals characterized by
fast and slow rotational mobility. Fast rotation is typical for the
radicals dissolved in the liquid CH3CN, whereas slow rotation

can be attributed to the radicals sorbed at the internal surface
of GO. Similar superposition was observed above the melting
point of polar liquid in all of the systems studied, irrespective
of the type of GO (H-GO or B-GO), type of the nitroxide
radical (TEMPOL or TEMPO), or the polar liquid used.
Figure 2C,D gives the EPR spectra of the system H-GO−
CH3CN [ChR]. The spectra observed with this probe radical
differed from those of TEMPOL or TEMPO. The features
corresponding to radicals sorbed at the internal surface did not
occur in the spectrum. This is an example of a large
paramagnetic species which did not penetrate into the internal
space of GO. Below the melting temperature of the polar
liquids, ChR probes are absorbed at the outer surface of GO
(10−100 m2 g−1),50 resulting in short distances (∼10−9 m)
between the radicals. The strong magnetic spin exchange and
dipole−dipole interactions between paramagnetic species
caused the broadened singlet EPR spectrum (see Figure
2D). Comparison of Figure 2B−D additionally proves sorption
of small radicals TEMPOL and TEMPO at the internal surface
of GO.
Change in the shape of the spectral line with the

temperature indicates a change in the ratio of the numbers
of paramagnetic species in the liquid and at the surface. When
cooling the sample, the number of radicals at the surface
increases. At T = 100 K, already all probe radicals are
immobilized at the internal surface of GO. No probe radicals
are left within the frozen liquid. The shape of the EPR
spectrum recorded in such conditions is typical for nitroxide
radicals in the absence of rotational mobility (in the rigid limit)
(see Figure 3A).

EPR Spectra Simulations. Simulations of rigid-limit EPR
spectra of spin probes in the systems GO−polar liquid
[nitroxide radical] (see Figure 3) were performed using the
explicit formulas within the perturbation theory of the second

Figure 2. Experimental EPR spectra of different GO samples; (A)
intrinsic EPR signal of pristine B-GO; (B) EPR spectrum of the
system B-GO−CH3CN [TEMPOL], T = 298 K; (C) EPR spectrum
of the system H-GO−CH3CN [ChR], T = 235 K; and (D) EPR
spectrum of the system H-GO−CH3CN [ChR], T = 100 K.

Figure 3. Experimental and simulated EPR spectra in the system B-
GO−CH3CN [TEMPOL]. Black lines represent experimental EPR
spectra of the system; colored lines represent results of simulations of
the total spectra and of the contributions from different components.
(A) T = 100 K, rigid limit; (B) T = 235 K, above the melting point of
CH3CN (Tmelt = 229 K). Both in (A,B), experimental and simulated
spectra practically coincide; and (C) schematic illustration of the B-
GO−CH3CN [TEMPOL] sample. B-GO planes (black), external
(mid-blue), and sorbed (deep blue) CH3CN, TEMPOL radicals (red
circles), sorbed at the internal surface of B-GO and dissolved in
external CH3CN are shown. Double arrows connect parts of the
sample with the corresponding peaks in the EPR spectra.
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order.51 The detailed description of the method is presented in
ref 42. Each rigid limit spectrum was considered as a sum of
two signals−signal of the sorbed nitroxide radicals with no
rotational mobility and the intrinsic signal of the carbon
material. In Figure 3A, the experimental spectrum of the
system is compared with the simulated spectra of both
components and their sum. The parameters of both
component signals were varied in the course of simulation.
The complete list of magnetic parameters of TEMPO and
TEMPOL in the systems studied is given in the Supporting
Information.
The EPR spectra at temperatures above the melting points

of the liquids were simulated, taking into account rotational
diffusion of the radicals. The simulation was performed using
the method based on solving of the stochastic Liouville
equation.37−39 In this case, each spectrum was considered as a
sum of the three signals: the signal of nitroxide radicals sorbed
at the internal surface of GO, the signal of nitroxide radicals in
the free liquid, and the intrinsic GO signal (see Figure 3B). As
a result, the rotational diffusion coefficients of the nitroxide
paramagnetic species, dissolved in the liquid and sorbed at the
GO surface, and the ratio of the numbers of these two types of
radicals, Ndis and Nsorb, respectively, were found. The variation
of parameters was performed using the NL2SOL procedure.52

EPR Spectra Simulations in the Experiments with
Variable Orientation of the Sample in the Magnetic
Field. To determine the radical’s orientation distribution, the
simultaneous simulation of the spectra recorded at different
orientations of the sample in the magnetic field was performed.
The spectra recorded at 100 K, in the absence of the rotational
mobility of paramagnetic species, were simulated according to
the method described in ref 42. The orientation distribution
function of the radicals was presented as a series of spherical
harmonics
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where Pj(cos β) are Legendre polynomials, Pj
k(cos β) are

associated Legendre functions, and angles β and γ characterize
the orientation of the sample symmetry axis (surface normal
vector) in the magnetic reference frame of the nitroxide
radicals. The coefficients aj0, ajk, bjk in eq 1 are variable
parameters. Because of the orthorhombic symmetry of
magnetic characteristics of the nitroxide radicals, only
coefficients ajk with even j and k can be nonzero. These
nonzero coefficients were found as a result of spectra
simulation. From them, the order parameters P20 = a20/5
and P40 = a40/9 (see Table 1) were calculated. The parameters
of higher ranks were not reflected in the EPR spectra. At
ambient temperature, the local orientation of TEMPOL
radicals at the internal surface of H-GOM was described by
the mean field potential approach,37−39 and the orientation
distribution of the local directors was presented as a series (eq
1). The computer program described in ref 39 was modified to
take into account the orientation distribution function. The
rotational diffusion coefficients were varied together with the
coefficients in eq 1 in the course of simulation. The spin-
Hamiltonian parameters (magnetic parameters) of radicals

were taken as for the corresponding systems with the H-GO
powders (see the Supporting Information for details).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Phase Transformation in the Binary Systems B-GO−

CH3CN and B-GO−CH3OH. Experiments performed here
revealed that the lowest and the highest field components of
the EPR spectrum change their positions and intensity with the
change of temperature (see Figure 4). These components

belong to the signal of the radicals sorbed at the internal GO
surface. The distance between them, ΔB, is known to correlate
with the rotational mobility of the paramagnetic species.53

Decrease in the distance in the experimental spectra reflects an
increase in the rotational mobility. Figure 4 presents the
spectra of the system H-GO−CH3CN [TEMPOL], recorded
at 240−278 K.
Figure 5A,B shows the experimental temperature depend-

encies of ΔB for TEMPOL in B-GO−CH3CN and in H-GO−
CH3CN along with the temperature dependencies of the
corresponding rotation diffusion coefficients, D, estimated by
simulation of EPR spectra. In the case of H-GO, the values of
ΔB decrease and the values of D increase monotonously with
temperature increase. This indicates the increase of rotation
mobility of the sorbed radicals at higher temperatures. In the
case of B-GO, the dependences of both ΔB and D on
temperature are nonmonotonous, and the sharp anomaly in
the radical’s mobility is observed at T ≈ 267−300 K. Similar
nonmonotonous temperature dependences of ΔB and D were
detected for radicals TEMPO in the system B-GO−CH3OH.
The effects were reversible on cooling. Absolute values of
diffusion coefficients (5.3 × 106 to 2.4 × 107 s−1) point clearly
toward restricted motion of the sorbed TEMPOL and
TEMPO and are close, for example, to those of nitroxide
radicals adsorbed into X zeolites.54

Earlier incongruent melting of the swelled structures was
detected in B-GO−CH3CN and B-GO−CH3OH systems
using DSC and temperature-programmed XRD.14,15 In the
system B-GO−CH3CN, the reversible transition of the low
temperature phase into the high temperature phase with the

Figure 4. Experimental EPR spectra of the system H-GO−CH3CN
[TEMPOL] recorded at different temperatures. Blue double arrows
show the distance, ΔB, between the lowest and the highest
components of the spectra. (A) T = 240 K; (B) T = 259 K; (C) T
= 278 K; and (D) schematic illustration of the H-GO−CH3CN
[TEMPOL] sample. Dashed double arrows connect the TEMPOL
radical (red circle), sorbed at the internal surfaces of H-GO with the
corresponding peaks in the EPR spectra.
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release of part of the sorbed liquid at T = 285−300 K was
found on heating. The low temperature phase was interpreted
as the swelled structure with two layers of CH3CN inserted
between GO planes [d(001) = 12 Å], whereas the high
temperature phase is intercalated with only one CH3CN layer
[d(001) = 9 Å].15 The smaller interlayer distance in the high-
temperature phase hinders the rotational mobility of the
radicals, sorbed at the surface. This explains the sharp decrease
of the rotational mobility observed in Figure 5 for TEMPOL in
B-GO−CH3CN. When phase transformation is completed (T
= 300 K), the increase of rotational mobility with temperature
continues. In contrast, the H-GO−CH3CN system shows slow,
monotonous increase of the rotational mobility of the radicals
with temperature (see Figure 5, red circles). Two apparently
contrary reasons seem to be responsible for such behavior: (a)
increase of temperature and (b) monotonous decrease of the
interplane distance in the swelled H-GO with the increase of
temperature. No phase transformation was detected in the H-
GO−CH3CN system by DSC.15

Figure 5 clearly demonstrates that phase transformation
from the low to the high-temperature B-GO−CH3CN swelled
structure occurs over a wide temperature interval rather than at
a certain temperature point. This is because of the inherently
nonuniform composition of the swelled B-GO powders.
Strictly speaking, the observed transformation is not a first-
order phase transition in the thermodynamic sense, though the
difference in behavior between the B-GO−CH3CN swelled
structure (phase transformation) and H-GO−CH3CN (no
phase transformation; continuous change) is obvious from
EPR spectra. EPR measurements are more sensitive compared
to XRD and DSC, and they detect the beginning of phase
transformation at much lower temperatures. Activation
energies of rotation diffusion of radicals may be additionally
derived from Figure 5B. Thus, EPR gives deeper insight into
the physical nature of the phase transformations in the swelled
GO structures rather than simply confirming their detection by
routine methods.
“Fast Components” in the EPR Spectra and Liquid-

Like Fraction in the Interplane Space. Figure 6 gives EPR
spectra of the systems H-GO−CH3CN [TEMPO] and B-
GO−CH3CN [TEMPO] at temperatures 230 and 220 K
(above and below the acetonitrile melting point, T = 229 K),
respectively. Above the melting point, the strong signal of
narrow components, characteristic of the fast rotating radicals

in the free liquid CH3CN, is readily seen in the spectra.
Surprisingly, a small portion of this signal is still visible in the
spectra recorded after acetonitrile freezing (see Figure 6B,D).
This fraction of fast radicals constituted about 2% of the total
amount of spins in the system. The fraction was not detected
in the blank experiment when the solution of TEMPO in pure
liquid CH3CN was frozen. The same fast components were
observed in the spectra of TEMPO in the unsaturated sample
of the B-GO−CH3CN system recorded at room temperature
(see Figure 6E). Free acetonitrile was gently removed from this
sample, and the residual amount of CH3CN constituted less
than 70% of the value of the saturated sorption.11 The absence
of the accidental free liquid acetonitrile in the sample was
checked by DSC.
Analogous “fast components” of the spectra were observed

for radicals TEMPO in the system H-GO−H2O (see Figure 7)
below the melting point of water. In this case, the fraction of

Figure 5. Temperature dependencies of ΔB and of rotational diffusion coefficients, D, of TEMPOL radicals in the systems H-GO−CH3CN and B-
GO−CH3CN. Measurements were taken on heating the samples. Vertical dashed lines mark the temperature interval, where phase transformation
in B-GO−CH3CN was detected by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and XRD.14 (A) ΔB vs T−1, TEMPOL in H-GO−CH3CN (red
circles), TEMPOL in B-GO−CH3CN (black circles), (B) ln D vs T−1, TEMPOL in H-GO−CH3CN (red circles), TEMPOL in B-GO−CH3CN
(black circles).

Figure 6. EPR spectra of the systems H-GO−CH3CN [TEMPO] and
B-GO−CH3CN [TEMPO] taken above (230 K) and below (220 K)
the melting point of CH3CN (Tmelt = 229 K). (A,B) H-GO−CH3CN
[TEMPO]; (C,D) B-GO−CH3CN [TEMPO; (E) EPR spectrum in
the system B-GO−CH3CN [TEMPO] (T = 280 K) after removing
the free acetonitrile from the system. Black lines are experimental
spectra and red lines are the result of simulation. Fast components are
marked with dashed lines; and (F) schematic illustration of the
sample (E). Only the radicals responsible for the “fast components” in
the EPR spectra are shown. Double arrows connect the radical with
the corresponding peaks in the EPR spectrum.
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fast rotating radicals comes to 6%, whereas in the blank
experiment, this fraction makes up ∼0.3% of the total amount
of spins. Hence, the appearance of the fast-rotating radicals in
this system is also because of the presence of GO. In both H-
GO/B-GO−CH3CN and H-GO−H2O systems, the fraction of
fast-rotating radicals monotonously decreases with temperature
and disappears at temperatures 45 and 25° below the melting
temperatures of CH3CN and H2O, respectively.
Fast components were also detected in the initially liquid-

free B-GO [TEMPO] samples equilibrated with the unsatu-
rated vapors of polar liquids (CH3OH, H2O, and CH3CN) at
T = 303−333 K (see the Supporting Information for detailed
description of the experimental setup). In this case, the degree
of vapor pressure saturation of polar liquids was a variable
parameter, and fast components were visible at pressures
starting from ∼50% of the saturated value at the corresponding
temperature (see Figure 8). For CH3CN, the rotating fraction
was observed even at 24% of the saturated vapor pressure (T =

333 K). Such low pressures prevent formation of bulk liquid
phases in the samples. For nonpolar toluene, which is not
sorbed into the interplane space of GO, the fast components
were not detected in the EPR spectrum (see Figure 8). In the
experiment with the H-GO membrane, the H-GOM
[TEMPO] sample was equilibrated with CH3CN vapor, and
the rotating fraction was detected at 55% of the saturated
vapor pressure.
The rotating fraction of TEMPO in Figures 6−8 is located

either in the interplane space or in the interlamella voids of
GO along with the molecules of corresponding polar liquids.
Buchsteiner et al.16 claimed that H2O in the interlamella space
was detected by quasi-elastic neutron scattering in the B-GO−
H2O system at relative humidity (RH) above 75%. This
corresponds to the characteristic size of the interlamella space,
d ≥ 3.4 nm. Below this level, H2O was detected only in the
interplane space of GO. In our experiments, the traces of
rotating fraction were found beginning from 47% RH for H2O
(see Figure 8). For other polar liquids, the rotating fraction was
detected at similar or even lower degrees of relative saturation
(see Figure 8). Such low saturations prevent condensation into
the interlamella voids with the characteristic size above 2 nm
(see the Supporting Information for discussion).
On the basis of the results obtained, we claim that a freely

rotating fraction of TEMPO is located within the interplane
space of GO and GOM. The rotational motion appeared only
in the swelled samples and is associated with the presence of
molecules of polar liquids in the same space. The rotational
motion of TEMPO in such an environment is similar to the
one in the bulk liquid phase and is kept below the melting
point of the bulk liquid (see Figures 6 and 7). Such motion was
also evident in the unsaturated GO samples at temperatures
near ambient in the absence of bulk liquid (see Figures 6E and
8).
The rotational freedom of radicals in turn points to the

formation of some liquid-like media with the corresponding
rotational and translational freedom in the narrow interplane
space of GO in the systems “H-GO, B-GO−polar liquid”. Such
liquid-like media is undetectable for XRD.8 The above-
mentioned fast-rotating radicals are located within this
media. The interplane distance in H-GO and B-GO samples
discussed is ∼9 A at ambient temperature. In hydrophilic areas,
part of this distance is taken by oxygen-containing groups at
the GO planes (∼1.5 A near each plane). This does not leave
enough room for fast rotation of TEMPO whose effective size
is ∼6.6 A. It may be assumed that liquid-like media with the
fast-rotating radicals mostly occupies “hydrophobic capilla-
ries”20 within B-GO and H-GO with no oxygen-containing
groups at the surface there.
Nair et al.,20 who first observed rapid permeation of H2O

through GOM, have mentioned the classical liquid diffusion as
a preferable mechanism of this process. Such a mechanism calls
for “highly mobile...monolayer water”20 inside the interplane
space. It worth noting that considerable permeation through
GOM started to occur at RH ≈ 50%,20 and rotating fraction of
radicals appeared in our experiment almost at the same RH
(see Figure 8). Our data experimentally confirm formation of
the mobile media inside GO, though not exceptionally for
water. The same media was detected at least for two other
polar liquids, CH3CN and CH3OH, as well.

Orientation Alignment of GOM. The experimental data
obtained (see Figure 9) demonstrated strong dependence of
the EPR spectra of the H-GO membranes (H-GOM) with the

Figure 7. EPR spectra of the systems H-GO−H2O [TEMPO] and
H2O [TEMPO] (blank experiment) recorded above and below the
melting point of H2O. Black lines are experimental spectra and red
lines are the result of simulation. Peaks of fast rotating fraction are
marked with dashed lines. (A,C) H-GO−H2O [TEMPO] above and
below T = 273 K, respectively; (B,D) H2O [TEMPO] (blank
experiment without H-GO) above and below T = 273 K, respectively.

Figure 8. EPR spectra of B-GO [TEMPO] equilibrated with the
unsaturated vapors of polar liquids and toluene at T = 311 K;
numbers in percent are relative saturation of vapors; dashed lines
mark the peaks of fast-rotating fraction of radicals TEMPO.
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introduced radical TEMPOL, [this system will be denoted as
H-GOM (TEMPOL)], on the orientation of the sample
relative to the magnetic field direction in the EPR
spectrometer. H-GOMs were liquid-free, and the spectra
were a superposition of the intrinsic spectrum of H-GO and of
the spectrum of TEMPOL radicals sorbed at the internal
surface of H-GOM. Figure 9A presents angular dependences
recorded at T = 100 K (in rigid limit) and the results of
simulations of the spectra. The similar results were obtained at
T = 298 K (see the Supporting Information for details).
Comparison of Figure 9A,B demonstrates that a major part of
the angular dependence of the spectrum was associated with
the contribution from sorbed TEMPOL radicals. In the
present study, we were focused on this contribution, though
the intrinsic EPR spectrum of H-GOM also slightly depended
on the orientation.
In all membranes studied and at both temperatures, the

orientation distribution of sorbed radicals was found to be
uniaxial. The symmetry axis is the normal vector, N, to the
membrane’s surface. In all cases, simulation of the spectra gave
the order parameters P20 and P40, and the values P22, P42, and
P44 were found to be zero. These parameters characterize the
orientation of radicals relative to the vector N. Adding the
higher rank parameters did not improve the description of the
spectra.
The order parameters, calculated from the angular depend-

ences of the experimental EPR spectra for the three different
H-GO membranes, are presented in Table 1. They are
determined by two physical factors, for example, P20 is a
product

P P P(GOM) (TEMPOL)20 20 20= ×

where P20(GOM) and P20(TEMPOL) are the order parame-
ters determined by the averaged alignment of the GO planes
within the membrane and by the averaged orientation of

radical TEMPOL relative to H-GO planes, respectively. The
latter factor makes the order parameters rather low, though it is
not changed from membrane to membrane. In the case of
ideally parallel planes and of identical orientation of probe
radicals relative to the H-GO plane, the order parameter P20,
P20(GOM), and P20(TEMPOL) will be equal to unity. The
same relations are valid for P40. The values of P20 and P40
obtained for a series of membranes with one and the same
radical can be considered as relative quantitative characteristics
of parallelism of GO planes in the GOM. The membranes I
and II were prepared by the same method23 and had similar
thickness (∼5 μm). The membrane III was thinner (∼2 μm)
and was made out of H-GO prepared by the modified
Hummers method.55 It is seen from the table that order
parameters in all of the membranes studied are close. Also, the
extent of the orientation alignment is somewhat higher in
cooled samples, where the rotational mobility is hindered. This
makes measurements at the rigid limit (T = 100 K) more
informative.
Figure 10A−C demonstrates the orientation distribution

functions of spin probes in the membranes which show

orientation of gZZ axes of the nitroxide radicals relative to the
membrane normal vector N. The functions unambiguously
indicate the preferential orientation of the radicals with respect
to the membrane surface (see Figure 10D). The figure
demonstrates that the ring plane of the TEMPOL radical is
approximately parallel to the GO plane. The molecular gZZ axis
is preferentially directed along the vector N, but molecular gXX
and gYY axes are randomly oriented along the GO plane. A
similar orientation of nitroxide radicals at the GO surface was
observed earlier by the authors.45 It is most likely that such an
orientation is caused by the interaction of OH and NO groups
of the radicals with the oxygen-containing groups at the GO
surface.
Figure 10 shows that orientation functions of TEMPOL in

membranes I and II are practically the same, whereas in
membrane III, there is some amount of disordered para-

Figure 9. Angular dependences of the EPR spectra of the system H-
GOM [TEMPOL]. (A) T = 100 K. Black lines are experimental
spectra, red linesresult of simulation. Numbers, for example, 90°,
are angles, θ, between the direction of vector N and the magnetic field
direction, B; (B) contributions of TEMPOL radicals (blue line) and
of the intrinsic signal of H-GOM (green line) into the experimental
spectrum, T = 100 K, θ = 90°; (C) rotation of the sample relative to
the direction of the magnetic field, B (see the text for details); (D)
schematic illustration of the H-GOM [TEMPOL] sample. Double
arrows connect parts of the sample with the corresponding peaks in
the EPR spectra.

Figure 10. Orientation distribution functions of spin probes in H-
GOM, T = 100 K (rigid limit). (A) Membrane I; (B) membrane II;
(C) membrane III, narrow “belt” in the center corresponds to
disordered radicals randomly distributed in space; and (D)
orientation of TEMPOL radical relative to the GO plane.
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magnetic species. Apparently, these radicals are located in
defective areas of the membrane.
Overall, it can be concluded that EPR spectroscopy is a

perspective method to study the orientation alignment of the
planes in the GOM. It can be used for determination of the
extent of alignment and for estimation of the number of defects
within the membrane. Both characteristics can serve to assess
the quality of a membrane. The closest task would be selection
of a series of radicals which are most uniformly oriented
relative to the planes and are sensitive to own the orientation
alignment of the planes within GO.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, the EPR in combination with the spin
probes technique was used for the first time to examine the
GO powders swelled in polar liquids and the liquid-free
(dried) GOM. The method demonstrated unique capabilities
in revealing several properties of the systems “GO−polar
liquid”. In a number of independent experiments, freely
rotating radicals were detected, particularly in the interplane
space of the swelled H-GO and B-GO powders and H-GO
membranes in the broad range of temperatures, from ambient
temperature down to the temperatures well below the melting
points of the polar liquids. The rotating mobility of these
radicals was similar to the one in the bulk liquids and points to
the formation of liquid-like and rotationally and translationally
mobile media in the narrow space between the graphene oxide
planes. The effect was observed for water, acetonitrile, and
methanol. It was additionally proved that the corresponding
EPR signal did not originate from the interlamella voids of the
samples. Taking into account the effective size of rotating
radicals, one may conclude that these radicals, along with the
liquid-like media, are located in the hydrophobic channels
inside GO, that is, in the areas with no oxygen-containing
groups at the surface. Only in such areas, there will be enough
space for free rotation. Formation of “liquid- or ice-like”
mobile layers, suggested previously in a series of theoretical
models, was clearly evidenced now by EPR measurements.
Previously, no other method provided such a set of
experimental information on the state of sorbed liquids in
the GO-swelled structures. A comparative study of the mobile
fractions of different polar liquids in the GO structures is on
demand.
Another part of the EPR spectrum, corresponding to the

rotationally restricted radicals immobilized at the internal
surface, provided detailed information on the incongruent
melting in the swelled B-GO structures. The mobility of the
sorbed radicals was found to change abruptly at temperatures
of such phase transformations. EPR was proved to be more
sensitive to these phenomena compared to the conventional
methods (XRD and DSC). One may assume that because of its
sensitivity, EPR with spin probing may be used to search and
to study phase transformations in a variety of the graphene
oxide structures, that is, in membranes, thin films and papers,
where XRD and calorimetry are hardly applicable.
We also observed the pronounced dependence of the EPR

spectra of probe radicals in the GOM over the orientation of
the sample in the magnetic field of the EPR spectrometer. Less
pronounced but measurable was the orientation dependence of
the intrinsic EPR spectra of GOM. Such effects provide the
basis for the quantitative description of orientation ordering
within the GOMs. Analysis of EPR spectra readily gives order
parameters characterizing the staking order of the graphene

oxide planes in the GOMs. In addition, the amount of defects
in the membrane can be quantitatively estimated from the
measured quantity of disordered radicals. EPR spectra along
with XRD may serve as a paramount tool for characterization
and standardization of the GOMs. This is of special interest for
various practical applications. EPR data could be useful in
comparing and improving the preparation methods and in
gaining performance of the synthesized GOM.
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